
                 Aries - The Ram
I AM Cardinal Fire
Active/Masculine Mars
First House Opposite - Libra
Head, face, brain, upper
teeth
Traditional Positive traits
associated:

Negative traits traditionally
associated:

Pioneering, executive,
competitive,

Domineering, violent, 

Impulsive, eager,
courageous,

Intolerant, selfish, hasty,
arrogant,

Independent, dynamic,
quick, 

Avaricious, hostile,
insubordinate,

Entrepreneurial, lusty, in
the

Bossy, argumentative,

Moment, generous quick-tempered

                 Taurus - The Bull
I HAVE Fixed Earth
Passive/Feminine Venus
Second House Opposite - Scorpio
Throat, neck, ears, vocal
chords, 

thyroid, tongue, mouth,
tonsils, lower teeth

Traditional positive: Traditional negative:
Conservative, domestic,
sensual, patient, thorough,
stable, practical, artistic,
loyal, dependable,

Stubborn, self-indulgent,
slow, argumentative, short-
tempered, greedy,
materialistic, possessive

             Gemini - The Twins
I THINK Mutable Air
Active/Masculine Mercury
Third House Opposite - Sagittarius
Lungs, collar bone, hands,
arms

Shoulders, nervous system

Traditional positive: Traditional negative:
Clever, literary, dexterous,
adaptable, curious,
loquacious, congenial, dual,
expressive, quick-witted,
inventive, curious

Fickle, scatterbrained,
scheming, trickster,
changeable, restless,
exaggerating, no follow
through, chatter box

          Cancer - The Crab
I FEEL Cardinal Water
Passive/Feminine Moon
Fourth House Opposite - Capricorn
Breasts, chest, stomach,
pancreas,

Thoraic duct, breast bone,
ribs

Traditional positive: Traditional negative:
Patient, tenacious,
conscientious, frugal,
domestic, maternal, kind,
devoted, caring, versatile,
sociable, adaptable,

Vain, moody, timorous,
touchy, overly sentimental,
backwards looking,
manipulative, competitive,
disordered, resentful,



sociable, adaptable,

empathic, patriotic, family
oriented

disordered, resentful,

prideful, indolent

    Leo - The Lion
I WILL Fixed Fire
Active/Masculine Sun
Fifth House Opposite - Aquarius
Heart, 
Traditional positive Traditional negative:
Loyal, outspoken,
passionate, kind, tolerant,
generous, philanthropic,
inspirational, magnetic,
inspired, hopeful,
chivalrous, industrious,
fearless, magnanimous,
idealistic, sincere,
hospitable

Arrogant, dictatorial,
overbearing,
condescending, impetuous,
pompous, dominating,
sensitivity, promiscuous,
gullible, fussy, striking, hot-
headed

    Virgo - The Virgin
I ANALYZE Mutable Earth
Passive/Feminine Mercury
Sixth House Opposite - Pisces
Bowels, abdomen,
duodenum,

Peritoneum, rectum,
intestines

Traditional positive: Traditional negative:
Thoughtful, serious,
concise, discrete, sensitive,
intuitive, effective,
cautious, intelligent,
analytical, perceptive,
contemplative, domestic,
prudent, industrious, hard
working, methodical,
thrifty, strategic

Calculating, mercenary,
selfish, anxious, worry,
irritable, apprehensive,
discontented, secretive,
critical, skeptical, cold,
unresponsive, inconsistent,
indecisive, quick tempered,
timid, lack of self-
confidence

    Libra - The Scales
I BALANCE Cardinal Air
Active/Masculine Venus
Seventh House Opposite - Aries
Kidneys, lumbar region Lower back up to pelvis
Traditional positive: Traditional negative:
Thoughtful, impartial,
conciliatory, fair, foresight,
just, graceful, peaceful,
affectionate, cheerful,
sympathetic, forgiving,
generous, idealistic, tactful,
balanced

Indecisive, uncertain,
extreme, reckless, hesitant,
susceptible, impressionable,
vain, aloof, shirking,
illusion,punctilious,
careless, vacillating,
pedantic, shirking

     Scorpio - The Scorpion
I DESIRE Fixed Water
Passive/Feminine Pluto/old ruler Mars
Eighth House Opposite-Taurus
Sexual organs,bladder,
ureters, 

Urethra, prostrate, groin,
rectum, colon, nostrils,



rectum, colon, nostrils,
sense of smell

Traditional positive: Traditional negative:
Strong, active, positive,
fearless, tenacious,
penetrating, thoughtful,
intuitive, impatient,
ambitious,  optimistic,
devoted, passionate  

Severe, jealous, callous,
caustic, sarcastic,
suspicious, destructive,
vindictive, dogmatic,
shrewd, parsimonious,
tyrannical, seething,

           Sagittarius - The Archer
I SEE Mutable Fire
Active/Masculine Jupiter
Ninth House Opposite - Gemini
Thighs, sacrum, sciatic
nerve, hips

Liver

Traditional positive: Traditional Negative
Sincerity, honesty,
frankness, justice,
generous, optimistic,
genial, jovial, spiritual,
philosophical, logical,
charitable, professorial,
playful, logical, 

Boisterous, over
confidence, rash,
changeable, blunt, brusque,
aggressive, defiant,
uncompromising,
prodigality, overly
independence, speculative,
sportiveness, self-indulgent

         Capricorn - The Goat Mermaid
I USE Cardinal Earth
Passive/Feminine Saturn
Tenth House Opposite Cancer
Knees, joints, bones
Traditional positive: Traditional negative:
Dignified, prudent,
cautious, thoughtful,
practical, reverent,
particular, diplomatic,
profound, positive,
magnetic, ambitious,
organized, concentration,
service, leadership ability

Melancholic, controlling,
cold, harsh, judgmental,
discontented, capricious,
suspicious, bossy,
glooming, avarice,
impatience, depressed,
constrictive

         Aquarius - Human pouring a vessel of water
I KNOW Fixed Air
Active/Masculine Uranus/Saturn (old ruler/

co-ruler)
Eleventh House Opposite Leo
Ankles, coccyx, lower leg
bones, 
Eleventh House

Shins, cones and rods of
eyes, nervous system

Traditional positive: Traditional negative:
Leadership ability, truthful,
scientific, sincere, earnest,
humanitarian, co-operative,
sociable, service,
considerate, unbiased,
patient, steady, inventive,

Rebellious, radical,
stubborn, dissociative,
shocking, cold, aloof,
emotionally shut down,
remote, impulsive,
unpredictable, inconsistent,



patient, steady, inventive,

philosophical, intuitive,
pleasant, friendly,
progressive, cosmopolitan,
loyal, open minded, free-
spirited, intellectual,
creative, independent,
innovative, precognitive

unpredictable, inconsistent,

flaky, eccentric, extremist,
out of step with time,
know-it-all, can be
explosive, 

          Pisces - The Fish
I BELIEVE Mutable Water
Passive/Feminine Neptune, Jupiter/old/co-

ruler
Twelfth House Opposite Virgo
Feet, toes, lymphatic
system, 

All the extremities

Traditional positive: Traditional negative:
Spiritual, mystical,
sensitive, empathic,
imaginative, refined,
idealistic,open,
sympathetic, easy-going,
actor, self-sacrificing,
visionary, forgiving, 

Self-pitying, carelessness,
negative, diffidence,
lethargy, carelessness,
indolence, indecisiveness,
critical, over-sensitive,
touchy, moody,
impressionable, prone to
substance abuse, deceitful,
inferior feeling, secretive,
trickster, delusional,
secretive, masquerading,
sneaky,

Ascendant/1st House - Aries/Mars are natural first house ruler and sign. Identity, physical appearance, how
others see the individual.
2nd House- Taurus/Venus natural house and sign. Value system, work, a person’s possessions.
3rd House - Gemini/Mercury natural ruler and sign. Writing, communication, siblings, travel, early childhood,
lower mind,  primary school.
4th House - Cancer/Moon natural ruler and sign. Mom or primary caretaker, family of origin, childhood, old
age, legacy left behind after death.
5th House - Leo/Sun natural ruler and sign. Native’s children, gambling, sports, entertainment, creativity,
hobbies, love affairs, passion, romance, all things we do just for the love of it.
6th House - Virgo/Mercury (Ceres) natural house and sign. Work, service, health.
7th House - Libra/Venus natural house and sign. Partnership, open enemies, court, legal contracts and issues.
8th House - Scorpio/Pluto & Mars natural ruler and sign. Partners resources, legacies, sexuality, house of
endings, transformation.
9th House - Sagittarius/Jupiter natural rulers and sign. Long distance travel, other cultures, philosophy, higher
education - anything past primary school all college and all adult learning post primary.
10th House - Capricorn/Saturn natural ruler and sign. Career, reputation, the father or family provider in
childhood.
11th House - Aquarius/Uranus, Saturn old & co-ruler natural rulers and sign. Hopes and wishes, community,
non-profits, organizations, groups, friends, 
12th House - Pisces/Neptune, Jupiter old & co-ruler natural rulers and sign. House of endings, hidden enemies,
institutions, prisons, the other side, hospitals, dream time, astral plane.




